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Abstract: A search for the production of heavy partners of the top quark with charge
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at a center-of-mass energy of 13 TeV with the CMS detector at the CERN LHC. Final states
with either a pair of same-sign leptons or a single lepton, along with jets, are considered. No
signicant excess is observed in the data above the expected standard model background
contribution and an X5=3 quark with right-handed (left-handed) couplings is excluded at
95% condence level for masses below 1020 (990) GeV. These are the rst limits based on
a combination of the same-sign dilepton and the single-lepton nal states, as well as the
most stringent limits on the X5=3 mass to date.
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1 Introduction
Various extensions of the standard model (SM) predict new heavy particles for addressing
the hierarchy problem caused by the quadratic divergences in the quantum-loop correc-
tions to the Higgs boson (H) mass. The largest corrections, owing to the top quark loop,
are canceled in many of these models, for example composite Higgs models [1{4], by the
presence of heavy partners of the top quark. This paper describes a search for such spin
1/2 top quark partners, using data collected by the CMS experiment at
p
s = 13 TeV in
2015. We focus on a top quark partner with exotic charge +5/3 (in units of the absolute
charge of the electron). Such exotically charged fermions need not necessarily contribute











































Figure 1. Leading order Feynman diagrams for the production and decay of pairs of X5=3 particles
via QCD processes.
production rates at the LHC set no constraint on the X5=3 particle. While our previous
searches and other literature referred to this particle as T5=3, in this paper we follow the
nomenclature of ref. [1] and refer to it as X5=3.
The color charge of the X5=3 quark allows it to be produced via quantum chromo-
dynamics (QCD) interactions in proton-proton collisions with leading-order cross sections
that depend on new physics only via the X5=3 mass. We assume that the X5=3 quark decays
via X5=3 ! tW+ followed by t!W+b (charge conjugate modes are implied throughout),
which is the dominant decay mode in most models. Because mixing of the X5=3 quark with
the top quark only occurs through the weak interaction, production via QCD processes
always results in the production of X5=3 pairs (particle and antiparticle), as shown in g-
ure 1. The X5=3 quark can also be produced singly in association with a top quark through
electroweak processes; however, this production mode is not considered here.
In this paper, the search for the X5=3 particle is focused on two nal states. In the
\same-sign dilepton channel" the two (same-charge) W bosons arising from one of the
X5=3 particles decay into leptons of the same charge while the other two W bosons decay
inclusively. In the \single-lepton channel", one of the W bosons decays leptonically into
a lepton and a neutrino, while the other three W bosons decay hadronically (including
W!  ! hadrons). Throughout the paper, when referring to a lepton (`), we mean either
an electron or muon. In both channels, leptonic decays from taus are included in the signal
region although the lepton identication criteria are optimized for direct decays to either
electrons or muons.
A previous search in the same-sign dilepton channel conducted by CMS, using 19.5 fb 1
of data collected at
p
s = 8 TeV, set a lower limit on the X5=3 mass of 800 GeV [6] at 95%
condence level (CL). Searches have also been performed by the ATLAS experiment using
20.3 fb 1 of data collected at
p
s = 8 TeV in the same-sign dilepton [7] and single-lepton [8]
nal states separately, setting lower limits of 740 and 840 GeV, respectively.
2 The CMS detector
The central feature of the CMS apparatus is a superconducting solenoid of 6 m internal
diameter, providing a magnetic eld of 3.8 T. Within the solenoid volume are a silicon pixel

















and scintillator hadron calorimeter (HCAL), each composed of a barrel and two endcap
sections. Forward calorimeters extend the pseudorapidity () coverage provided by the
barrel and endcap detectors. Muons are measured in gas-ionization detectors embedded in
the steel ux-return yoke outside the solenoid. The rst level of the CMS trigger system,
composed of custom hardware processors, selects the most interesting events in a xed time
interval of less than 4 s, using information from the calorimeters and muon detectors.
The high-level trigger processor farm further decreases the event rate to a few hundred Hz,
before data storage. A more detailed description of the CMS detector, together with a
denition of the coordinate system used and the relevant kinematic variables, can be found
in ref. [9].
3 Simulation
The X5=3 signal processes are generated using a combination of MadGraph5 amc@nlo
2.2.2 [10] and MadSpin [11] for two coupling scenarios, corresponding to purely left- or
right-handed X5=3 coupling to W bosons, denoted by LH and RH, respectively. The Mad-
Graph generator is used both to produce X5=3 events and decay each X5=3 to a top quark
and a W boson, while the decays of the top quarks and W bosons are simulated with
MadSpin. The signal events are simulated at leading order (LO) for various mass val-
ues between 700 and 1600 GeV in 100 GeV steps, separately for each coupling scenario.
The X5=3 cross sections are then normalized to the next-to-next-to-leading order using
Top++2.0 [12{17].
The Monte Carlo (MC) background processes are generated with a variety of event gen-
erators. The MadGraph5 amc@nlo event generator is used to simulate Z+jets, W+jets,
single top in the s- and t-channels, ttZ, ttW, ttH, and tttt processes, as well as events
with a combination of three W or Z bosons and QCD multijet events. The W+jets and
multijet events are generated at LO using the MLM matching scheme [18], while the others
are simulated to next-to-leading order (NLO) using the MLM matching scheme, except for
Z+jets and ttW where the FxFx matching scheme [19] is used. The powheg 2.0 [20{23]
event generator is used to simulate tt and single top quark events in the tW channel at
NLO accuracy. The diboson events involving W or Z are generated at LO using either
MadGraph5 amc@nlo or pythia 8.212 [24, 25]. Parton showering, hadronization, and
the underlying event are simulated with pythia, using NNPDF 3.0 [26] parton distribution
functions (PDF) with the CUETP8M1 underlying event tune [27].
All MC events are processed with Geant4 [28, 29] for a full simulation of the CMS
detector. Further, for all simulated samples, additional proton-proton interactions (pileup)
are modeled by superimposing generated minimum bias interactions onto both the bunch
crossing of the simulated events and also in adjacent bunch crossings. A reweighting
procedure is used to match the simulated distributions to the number of pileup interactions
observed in data.
4 Object reconstruction
The analyses described in this paper rely on the reconstruction of four types of objects:

















using the particle-ow (PF) approach [30], which consists of reconstructing and identifying
each single particle with an optimized combination of all subdetector information. The
details of the object selection are provided below.
Candidate events are required to have at least one reconstructed vertex. For events in
which there are multiple reconstructed vertices, the one with the largest sum of squared
transverse momenta of associated tracks is chosen as the primary vertex. For the dilepton
analysis, at least two leptons are required to be within the tracker acceptance (jj < 2:4)
and to have passed triggers based on dielectron, dimuon or electron-muon requirements.
All double lepton triggers used have an jj < 2:4 requirement and pT requirements ranging
from 17 to 27 GeV on the leading lepton and from 8 to 12 GeV on the sub-leading lepton.
The single-lepton analysis requires events to have passed a single-electron trigger (jj < 2:1,
pT > 27 GeV) or a single-muon trigger (jj < 2:4, pT > 20 GeV).
Electron candidates are reconstructed from a collection of electromagnetic clusters and
matched to tracks in the tracker [31]. They are then required to satisfy identication and
isolation criteria. The identication criteria make use of shower shape variables, track
quality requirements, the distance from the track to the primary vertex, and variables
measuring compatibility between the track and matched electromagnetic clusters to select
good electron candidates. Requirements are also imposed to reject electrons produced in
photon conversions in the detector material. The isolation variable (Imini) is dened as
the sum of energy around the electron in a cone of varying size, divided by the transverse
momentum (pT) of the electron. The radius used for the isolation cone (R) is dened as:
R =
10 GeV
min[max(pT; 50 GeV); 200 GeV]
:
We dene a \tight" (\loose") electron to have Imini < 0:1 (0:4).
For the same-sign dilepton analysis, charge misidentication is signicantly reduced
by requiring that dierent charge measurements for an electron agree (a 50% reduction
is possible for requiring all measurements agree for low pT electrons). Two of the mea-
surements are based on two dierent tracking algorithms: the standard CMS track recon-
struction algorithm [32] and the Gaussian-sum lter algorithm [33], optimized to take into
account the possible emission of bremsstrahlung photons in the silicon tracker. The third
measurement is based on the relative position of the calorimeter cluster and the projected
track from the pixel detector seed (the pixel hits used to reconstruct an electron's track).
We nd good agreement between the three measurements for electrons with pT < 100 GeV.
However, for higher-momentum electrons, requiring that the third measurement agree with
the two track-based determinations leads to a 5{10% loss in signal eciency. Further, the
third measurement is also often incorrect for high pT electrons. We therefore dene a
\relaxed" charge consistency requirement where for electrons with pT below 100 GeV all
three charge measurements are required to agree, while above 100 GeV only the rst two
measurements are required to agree and the third charge measurement is ignored.
Muons are reconstructed using a global track t of hits in the muon detectors and hits
in the silicon tracker. The track associated with a muon candidate is required to have at

















t, including at least one hit in the muon detector. The isolation variable for muons is
calculated in the same way as it is for electrons, as described above. We dene a category
of \tight" muons that satisfy Imini < 0:2. A second category of \loose" muons requires
Imini < 0:4 with somewhat relaxed identication requirements. Additional requirements
are imposed on the minimum longitudinal distance of the tracker track with respect to
the primary vertex (dz < 5 mm) and the minimum radial distance from the track to the
primary vertex (dxy < 2 mm).
An event-by-event correction using the eective area method [34] is applied to the
computation of the electron and muon isolation in order to account for the eect of pileup.
Scale factors to correct for imperfect detector simulation are obtained using the \tag-and-
probe" method [35] for lepton identication and isolation, as a function of lepton pT and
. These scale factors are normally within a few percent of unity and those falling outside
that range tend to be consistent with unity.
Jets are clustered from the reconstructed PF candidates using the anti-kt algorithm [34,
36{38] with a distance parameter of 0:4 (AK4) and are required to satisfy pT > 30 GeV
and jj < 2:4. Additional selection criteria are applied to remove spurious features origi-
nating from isolated noise patterns in certain HCAL regions and from anomalous signals
caused by particles depositing energy in the silicon avalanche photodiodes used in the
ECAL barrel region. Jets that overlap with leptons have the leptons removed by matching
lepton PF candidates to jet constituents and subtracting the energy and momentum of
the matched candidates from the jet four-vector. Jet energy corrections are applied for
residual nonuniformity, nonlinearity of the detector response, and the level of pileup in the
event [39].
The missing transverse momentum (~pmissT ) is reconstructed as the negative of the vector
pT sum of all reconstructed PF candidates in an event and its magnitude is denoted as
EmissT . Energy scale corrections applied to jets are also propagated to E
miss
T .
5 Same-sign dilepton nal state
The X5=3 search in the dilepton channel takes advantage of the same-sign leptons in the
nal state as well as the signicant amount of jet activity due to the presence of the two
bottom quarks and the possibility of hadronic decays for one of the top quark partners.
The background contributions associated with this channel fall into three main
categories:
 Same-sign prompt (SSP) leptons: SM processes leading to prompt, same-sign dilepton
signatures, where a prompt lepton is dened as one originating from the prompt decay
of either a W or Z boson. Their contribution is obtained from simulation.
 Opposite-sign prompt leptons: prompt leptons can be misreconstructed with the
wrong charge leading to a same-sign dilepton nal state. This contribution is esti-
mated using a data-driven method.
 Same-sign events arising from the presence of one or more non-prompt leptons: this

















non-prompt leptons from heavy avor decays, fake leptons from conversions, etc.
This contribution is also estimated using a data-driven method.
After requiring two tight, same-sign leptons with pT > 30 GeV we impose the following
requirements:
 Quarkonia veto: require invariant dilepton mass M`` > 20 GeV.
 Associated Z boson veto: ignore any event where M``0 is within 15 GeV of the mass
of the Z boson, where ` is either lepton in the same-sign pair, and `0 is any lepton
not in the same-sign pair, but of the same avor as the rst, and with pT > 30 GeV.
 Primary Z boson veto: events are rejected if 76:1 < M`` < 106:1 GeV for the dielec-
tron channel only. If the muon charge is mismeasured, its momentum will also be
mismeasured, so a selected muon pair from a Z boson is unlikely to fall within this
invariant mass range.
 Leading lepton pT > 40 GeV.
 Number of constituents 5.
 H lepT > 900 GeV.
The \number of constituents" is dened as the number of AK4 jets in the event passing
our jet selection together with the number of other (i.e. not in the same-sign pair) tight
leptons with pT > 30 GeV. The H
lep
T used in this analysis is the scalar sum of the pT of all
selected jets and tight leptons in the event. With these requirements we nd typical signal
eciencies of roughly 40 to 50% and background rejection of greater than 99%.
5.1 Background modeling
5.1.1 Same-sign prompt lepton background
The same-sign prompt lepton background consists of contributions from diboson production
(WZ and ZZ) and rarer processes, such as ttW, ttZ, ttH, WWZ, ZZZ, WZZ, and WW+jets.
Many of these processes have not been observed at the LHC or are not yet well measured.
We estimate the contribution from SM events with two prompt same-sign leptons using
simulation (see table 1).
5.1.2 Opposite-sign prompt lepton background
Processes with two oppositely-charged prompt leptons can contribute to the background
if the charge of one of the leptons is incorrectly measured (this background is referred to
throughout as \ChargeMisID"). For muons in the pT range considered in this analysis,
the charge misidentication probability is found to be negligible [40]. For electrons, the
magnitude of this contribution can be derived from data by using a sample dominated by
Z+jets events. The measurement is performed by rst selecting pairs of electrons, with each
electron of the pair being in the same jj region and having pT < 100 GeV. Each pair is then

















and energy measurements of the electrons are driven by the ECAL information, the pair's
invariant mass is insensitive to potential track mismeasurement. Counting the number of
pairs with same-sign charges then provides the charge misidentication probability as a
function of jj for electrons with pT < 100 GeV. Next, pairs are formed using one electron
with pT less than 100 GeV and one above 100 GeV. Again the number of same-sign pairs is
counted to determine the charge misidentication probability; making use of the previously
measured probability for electrons with pT < 100 GeV then gives a measurement of the
charge misidentication probability, as a function of jj, for electrons with pT > 100 GeV.
This separate measurement captures the eect of the charge consistency requirement being
relaxed at high pT (as described in section 4) on the charge misidentication rate. We nd
values for this probability ranging from 10 4 for low pT electrons in the central part of the
detector to a few percent for high pT electrons in the forward region of the detector.
The number of expected same-sign events due to charge misidentication is estimated
by considering the total number of events passing the full selection but having oppositely
charged leptons. These events are weighted by the charge misidentication probability
parametrized as a function of jj. The resulting expected contribution of same-sign events
due to charge misidentication is given in table 1. A systematic uncertainty of 30% for this
background is assigned based on the variation of the charge misidentication probability
observed between simulated Drell{Yan (DY) and tt MC events and also taking into account
any potential pT dependence for the statistically limited high-pT region.
5.1.3 Same-sign non-prompt background
In this category we consider non-prompt leptons that come from heavy-avor decays, jets
misidentied as leptons, decays in ight, or photon conversions. These contributions are
estimated using the \Tight-Loose" method described in ref. [41] and used in our earlier
publication [6]. This method relies on two denitions of leptons: \tight" and \loose", which
are described in section 4.
Any lepton passing either the tight or the loose selection can originate either from a
prompt decay or from a non-prompt source, such as a heavy-avor hadron, a misidentied
hadron, or a photon converting to electrons. We refer to the former as \prompt" leptons
and to the latter as \fake" leptons. The background is estimated by using events with one
or more loose leptons weighted by the ratios of the numbers of tight leptons to the numbers
of loose leptons expected for prompt and non-prompt leptons. The ratio for prompt leptons
is determined from observed DY events where the invariant mass of the leptons is within
10 GeV of the Z boson mass. We nd a prompt rate of 0:873 0:001 for electrons (pe) and
of 0:963 0:001 for muons (p), where each reported error is the measurement's statistical
error. The \fake rate", f`, is dened as the probability that a fake lepton that passes the
loose requirements will also pass the tight requirements. It is determined using a data
sample enriched in non-prompt leptons. To reduce the contribution of leptons from W and
Z boson decays, exactly one loose lepton is required. We also require at least one jet with
pT > 30 GeV and R > 1.0 relative to the lepton, E
miss
T < 25 GeV, and MT < 25 GeV,
where R is dened as
p
()2 + ()2,  is the azimuthal angle measured in radians, and
MT is the transverse mass of the lepton and ~p
miss

















Channel SSP MC NonPrompt ChargeMisID Total background 800 GeV X5=3 Observed
Dielectron 0:7 0:1 1:2 1:0 0:2 0:1 2:1 1:0 3:2 0:3 1
Electron-muon 1:7 0:2 2:6 2:0 0:3 0:1 4:6 2:0 9:1 0:7 1
Dimuon 1:2 0:2 4:6 3:0 0:0 0:0 5:8 3:0 5:6 0:4 2
Total 3:6 0:4 8:4 5:0 0:5 0:2 12:5 5:0 17:9 1:3 4
Table 1. Summary of background yields from SM processes with two same-sign prompt lep-
tons (SSP MC), same-sign non-prompt leptons (NonPrompt), and opposite-sign prompt leptons
(ChargeMisID), as well as observed data events after the full analysis selection for the same-sign
dilepton channel, with an integrated luminosity of 2.3 fb 1. Also shown are the numbers of expected
events for a right-handed X5=3 with a mass of 800 GeV. The uncertainties include both statistical
and systematic components, as discussed in section 7.
mass of the lepton and any jet is between 81 and 101 GeV. Fake rates of 0:286  0:003
and 0:426  0:002 are obtained for electrons and muons, respectively, where the reported
errors are the statistical error on the measurement. The electron prompt and fake rates
dier from those of muons because the electron identication and isolation criteria are
more stringent than those for muons. The contribution of non-prompt leptons to the total
background estimation is presented in table 1.
The systematic uncertainty in the estimation of backgrounds involving fake leptons is
caused by the variations due to the avor composition of the background (i.e. any depen-
dence of the fake rates on the avor source of the fake lepton), the level of closure in the
method (studied in tt MC events), any potential dependence on kinematic parameters that
alter the background composition (such as H lepT ), as well as any potential dependence of
the fake rate on  or pT. The uncertaintiy due to these eects is found to be within 50%
and hence we assign a 50% systematic uncertainty to the estimation of backgrounds due
to fake leptons.
5.2 Event yields
Figure 2 shows the H lepT distributions after applying the quarkonia veto, associated Z boson
veto, primary Z boson veto, and a requirement of at least two AK4 jets in the event. These
distributions are for illustrative purposes only: the full selection is not applied because of
the limited number of events. The uncertainty bands in the upper and lower panels of each
plot include both statistical and systematic uncertainties.
The total number of expected background events are reported in table 1, together
with the numbers of observed and expected events for a right-handed X5=3 with a mass
of 800 GeV. In total four events are observed, which is consistent with the predicted
background, taking its uncertainty into account.
6 Single-lepton nal state
The search for X5=3 in the single-lepton nal state targets events where one of the W bosons
decays into a lepton and a neutrino, while the other three W bosons decay hadronically.
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Figure 2. The H lepT distributions after the same-sign dilepton selection, Z/quarkonia lepton in-
variant mass vetoes, and the requirement of at least two AK4 jets in the event. The hatched area
shows the combined systematic and statistical uncertainty in the background prediction for each
bin. The lower panel in all plots shows the dierence between the observed and the predicted
numbers of events divided by the total uncertainty. The total uncertainty is calculated as the sum
in quadrature of the statistical uncertainty in the observed measurement and the uncertainty in the
background, including both statistical and systematic components. Also shown are the distribu-
tions for a 700 GeV X5=3 with right-handed (solid line) and left-handed (dashed line) couplings to
W bosons.
categories: top quark, electroweak and QCD multijet backgrounds. The \top quark back-
ground" group, labeled \TOP", is dominated by tt pair production and also includes single
top quark production processes and the rare SM processes ttW and ttZ (the ttH contri-
bution is negligible). The \electroweak background" group, labeled \EWK", is dominated
by W+jets production, and includes the DY and diboson (WW, WZ, ZZ) contributions.
A preselection of events is made by requiring exactly one lepton with pT > 50 GeV
that also passes the tight identication and isolation requirements described in section 4.

















Because of the signicant amount of jet activity in the nal state for a potential signal,
we require at least three jets, where the pT of the leading jet is greater than 200 GeV and
that of the subleading jet is greater than 90 GeV. To remove the residual multijet events in
which jets overlap with the lepton, an additional selection criterion is imposed by requiring
that the lepton and the closest jet either be separated by R(`, closest jet) > 0.4, or
the magnitude of the lepton pT perpendicular to the jet axis be larger than 40 GeV. In
order to suppress the multijet background contribution, a large missing transverse energy
requirement, EmissT > 100 GeV, is imposed.
A discriminant produced by the combined secondary vertex (CSVv2) algorithm [42]
is used to identify jets that are likely to have originated from the production of a bottom
quark. At the discriminant value used to select b-tagged jets, the algorithm has a single-jet
signal eciency of 65% and a light quark mistag eciency of only 1%. We require at
least one of the jets in each event to be b tagged.
Decay products of heavy particles such as X5=3 can have large Lorentz boosts, and
their subsequent decay products can merge into a single jet. The substructure of these
jets is explored using larger-radius jets, reconstructed with an anti-kt distance parameter
of 0:8 (AK8), in order to identify merged jets that are likely to originate from a W boson
or a top quark [43]. The \N -subjettiness" [44] algorithm measures the likelihood of a jet
having N subjets (N = 1, 2, 3, etc). Jet grooming techniques are used to remove soft jet
constituents so that the mass of the hard constituents can be measured more precisely. The
\pruning" [45] and \soft-drop" [46] algorithms are used to identify boosted hadronic W
boson decays and boosted hadronic top quark decays, respectively. The W-tagged jets are
required to have pT > 200 GeV, jj < 2:4, pruned mass between 65 and 105 GeV, and the
ratio of N -subjettiness variables [44] 2=1 < 0:6, which ensures that the W-tagged jets are
more likely to have two subjets than one subjet. The pruned jet mass scale and resolution,
along with the eciency of the 2=1 selection, are compared between data and simulation
in a control region dominated by tt events with boosted hadronic W boson decays and scale
factors are applied in the simulation to match them with the performance found in data.
The t-tagged jets are required to have pT > 400 GeV, jj < 2:4, soft-drop mass between
110 and 210 GeV, and the ratio of N -subjettiness variables 3=2 < 0:69, which ensures
that the t-tagged jets are more likely to have three subjets than two subjets. Figure 3
shows the number of AK4 jets, as well as the numbers of t-, W-, and b-tagged jets. The
gure also shows that, at this level of the selection, the sample is largely dominated by top
quark events, with some contribution from electroweak processes; the contribution from
QCD multijet processes is negligible.
In a second step, the selections on the lepton pT, E
miss
T , jet pT, number of AK4 jets,
and on the distance between the lepton and the subleading jet, R(`, j2), are optimized
in a procedure that minimizes the upper limit on the X5=3 cross section expected in the
absence of a signal. This procedure was also cross checked with an alternative method that
maximizes the expected signicance and similar selection requirements have been found.
The nal selection demands, in addition to the preselection requirements listed earlier, the
presence of at least four jets, the lepton pT > 80 GeV, and R(`, j2) > 1.
The mass constructed from the lepton and b-tagged jet, labeled M(`, b), provides good
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Figure 3. Distributions of the number of AK4 jets (upper left), the numbers of b-tagged (upper
right), W-tagged (lower left), and t-tagged jets (lower right) in data and simulation for combined
electron and muon event samples, at the preselection level. The lower panel in all plots shows the
dierence between the observed and the predicted numbers of events divided by the total uncer-
tainty. The total uncertainty is calculated as the sum in quadrature of the statistical uncertainty
in the observed measurement and the uncertainty in the background, including both statistical and
systematic components. Also shown are the distributions of representative signal events, which are
scaled by a factor of 100.
found in the event, the one that leads to the smallest M(`, b) denes the discriminating
variable, min[M(`, b)], which is used in the analysis to extract or constrain the signal. The
distribution of min[M(`, b)] is shown in gure 4, together with the distance between the
lepton and the subleading jet in the event, R(`, j2), for events passing the nal selection
criteria, except for the requirement on R(`, j2). The distribution of min[M(`, b)] for
the background, dominated by tt events, features a sharp drop around 150 GeV, since, for
such events, this variable represents the visible mass of the top quark in the detector. The
R(`, j2) variable shows that the subleading jets populate both the same and opposite
hemisphere relative to the lepton in the background events, whereas in the X5=3 signal
events, the subleading jet is usually opposite to the lepton. This is used in the nal
selection to further suppress the background contribution in the signal region as well as to
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Figure 4. Distributions of min[M(`; b)] (left) and R(`, j2) (right) in data and simulation for
selected events with at least four jets and lepton pT > 80 GeV. The lower panel in all plots
shows the dierence between the observed and the predicted numbers of events divided by the
total uncertainty. The total uncertainty is calculated as the sum in quadrature of the statistical
uncertainty in the observed measurement and the uncertainty in the background, including both
statistical and systematic components. Also shown are the min[M(`, b)] (R(`, j2)) distributions
of representative signal events, which are scaled by a factor of 100 (50) so that the shape dierences
between signal and background are visible.
6.1 Background modeling
In the single-lepton nal state analysis, all the SM background processes are estimated
using simulation. To cross check the background modeling, we consider two control regions
to study the two dominant background processes in this analysis: one enriched in tt events,
and the other enriched in W+jets events. In order to dene these control regions, events
are selected by imposing the same requirements as for the nal selection apart from the
R(`, j2) and the b tagging requirements. The selection on R(`, j2) is inverted, requiring
this variable to be less than 1.
The tt background control region is then dened by selecting events that have 1
b-tagged jets, while the W+jets control region is obtained by requiring the presence of 0
b-tagged jets. For the W+jets sample, owing to the 0 b-tagged jet requirement, we use each
and every selected jet in the event as a b-jet candidate to obtain the mass discriminant,
and denote it as min[M(`, jet)].
In the tt control region, the events are split into two categories, one with exactly 1
b-tagged jet, and the other with two or more b-tagged jets. For the W+jets control region,
we also dene two categories of events, but now based on the number of W-tagged jets: 0
W-tagged, or 1 or more W-tagged jets. Figure 5 shows the min[M(`, b)] (min[M(`, jet)])
distributions in the tt (W+jets) control region. The comparison of the observed and the
predicted yields in the control regions for each tagging category is used as a closure test
for background modeling. In both control regions, the background predictions based on
simulation show good agreement with data, and any deviation from unity of the ratio
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Figure 5. Distributions of min[M(`, b)] in the tt control region, for 1 b-tagged jet (upper left) and
2 b-tagged jets (upper right) categories, and of min[M(`, jet)] in the W+jets control region, for 0
W-tagged (lower left) and 1 W-tagged jet (lower right) categories for combined electron and muon
event samples. The horizontal bars on the data points indicate the bin widths. The lower panel in
all plots shows the dierence between the observed and the predicted numbers of events divided by
the total uncertainty. The total uncertainty is calculated as the sum in quadrature of the statistical
uncertainty in the observed measurement and the uncertainty in the background, including both
statistical and systematic components. A small QCD multijet contribution is displayed in the
bottom left plot; in all other distributions, it is less than 0.5% and is not shown.
6.2 Event yields
In order to maximize sensitivity to the presence of a X5=3 signal, in the single-lepton nal
state analysis events are divided into 16 categories based on lepton avor (e, ), and the
numbers of t-tagged (0, 1), W-tagged (0, 1), and b-tagged (1, 2) jets. Event yields
after the nal selection are given in table 2. In gures 6 and 7 we show the distributions of
min[M(`, b)] after the nal selections for events in eight dierent event categories, depending
on the numbers of t-, W-, and b-tagged jets, after combining the electron and muon
channels. The observed distributions are well reproduced by the SM predictions in all
analysis categories.
7 Systematic uncertainties
The principal systematic uncertainties that are common to both analyses are presented in
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Figure 6. Distributions of min[M(`, b)] in (upper) 0 or (lower) 1 W-tagged jets and (left) 1 or
(right) 2 b-tagged jets categories with 0 t-tagged jets for combined electron and muon samples,
at the nal selection level. The horizontal bars on the data points indicate the bin widths. The
lower panel in all plots shows the dierence between the observed and the predicted numbers
of events divided by the total uncertainty. The total uncertainty is calculated as the sum in
quadrature of the statistical uncertainty in the observed measurement and the uncertainty in the
background, including both statistical and systematic components. Also shown are the distributions
of representative signal events, which are scaled by a factor of 10.
and 7.2. The uncertainties in the object selection are derived from uncertainties on the
eciency of the trigger, lepton reconstruction, lepton identication and isolation. These
uncertainties are derived from the tag-and-probe studies mentioned in section 4 and are
summarized in table 3. Lepton identication and isolation uncertainties are applied per
lepton, while trigger uncertainties are applied per event. We also include a 2.3% uncertainty
in the luminosity measurement [47]. The above uncertainties are applied only to simulation.
The uncertainties that can aect the shape of the distributions, in particular those
related to the jet energy scale (JES) and the jet energy resolution (JER), are assessed
by varying the relevant parameters up and down by one standard deviation (s.d.) and
repeating the analysis. The PDF uncertainty is evaluated using the complete set of NNPDF
3.0 PDF eigenvectors, following the prescription described in ref. [48]. The uncertainty due
to the renormalization and factorization scales is taken into account by varying the scales
up or down by a factor of two and taking the maximum variation. The uncertainty due
to the pileup distribution in the simulation is assessed by varying the total inelastic cross
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Figure 7. Distributions of min[M(`, b)] in 0 (upper) and 1 (lower) W-tagged jets and 1 (left)
and 2 (right) b-tagged jets categories with 1 t-tagged jets for combined electron and muon
samples, at the nal selection level. The horizontal bars on the data points indicate the bin widths.
The lower panel in all plots shows the dierence between the observed and the predicted numbers
of events divided by the total uncertainty. The total uncertainty is calculated as the sum in
quadrature of the statistical uncertainty in the observed measurement and the uncertainty in the
background, including both statistical and systematic components. Also shown are the distributions
of representative signal events, which are scaled by a factor of 10.
The theoretical uncertainties due to the factorization and renormalization scales and
the PDFs lead to negligible uncertainties in the signal acceptance in the same-sign dilepton
channel. The single-lepton channel considers the shape variations in the signal distributions
as a result of these uncertainties.
7.1 The same-sign dilepton nal state
The uncertainties for simulated events are summarized in table 4, which includes uncertain-
ties related to jet energy scale, jet energy resolution, pileup, and the overall normalization
uncertainty for each simulated background sample. The normalization uncertainty takes
into account the uncertainty in the cross section and the uncertainty related to the PDFs
used to generate the samples. For the rare backgrounds that have either not been observed,
or not well measured, we assume a conservative normalization uncertainty of 50%. We see
variations of up to 2% for JER and up to 6% for pileup for some of the simulated back-
ground samples. For the signal, the JES, JER, and pileup uncertainties in the acceptance

















Sample 0 t, 0 W, 1 b 0 t, 0 W, 2 b 0 t, 1 W, 1 b 0 t, 1 W, 2 b
LH X5=3 (0.8 TeV) 3.75  0.31 3.35  0.35 10.75  0.58 9.16  0.72
RH X5=3 (1.1 TeV) 0.453  0.043 0.329  0.039 1.71  0.10 1.25  0.11
TOP 490  140 300  80 342  98 219  64
EWK 132  29 15.4  5.7 53  14 6.6  3.6
QCD 2.1  2.0 <1:8 <1:8 <1:8
Total bkg. 630  140 316  84 395  99 226  64
Data 644 290 366 184
Sample 1 t, 0 W, 1 b 1 t, 0 W, 2 b 1 t, 1 W, 1 b 1 t, 1 W, 2 b
LH X5=3 (0.8 TeV) 3.79  0.28 3.41  0.33 4.51  0.33 4.55  0.41
RH X5=3 (1.1 TeV) 0.565  0.046 0.486  0.047 1.128  0.087 0.98  0.10
TOP 155  44 110  32 48  15 40  10
EWK 26.0  8.1 2.3  1.6 5.4  2.9 0.31  0.31
QCD 0.057  0.11 <1:8 <1:8 <1:8
Total bkg. 181  45 113  32 53  16 40  10
Data 167 111 53 36
Table 2. Expected (observed) numbers of background (data) events passing the nal selection
requirements, in the eight tagging categories after combining electron and muon categories, for the
single-lepton channel, with an integrated luminosity of 2.3 fb 1. Also shown are the numbers of
expected events for an LH X5=3 with a mass of 800 GeV and an RH X5=3 with a mass of 1.1 TeV.
Uncertainties quoted in the table include both statistical as well as the systematic components
listed in table 5. The Poisson uncertainty upper bound (<1:8) is used for the categories where the
QCD multijet event yield is zero.
Source Value Application
Electron ID 1% per electron
Electron ISO 1% per electron
Electron trigger 5% per event
Electron-electron trigger 3% per event
Muon ID 1% per muon
Muon ISO 1% per muon
Muon trigger 5% per event
Muon-muon trigger 3% per event
Electron-muon trigger 3% per event
Integrated luminosity 2.3% per event
Table 3. Details of systematic uncertainties applied for lepton triggering, identication (\ID"),
isolation (\ISO"), and integrated luminosity.
As described in sections 5.1.2 and 5.1.3, we also include a 30% uncertainty for the
charge misidentication probability and a 50% uncertainty associated with the estimation


















Process JES JER Pileup Normalization
ttW 2% 2% 6% 18%
ttZ 3% 2% 6% 11%
ttH 4% 2% 6% 12%
tttt 2% 2% 6% 50%
WZ 10% 2% 6% 12%
ZZ 7% 2% 6% 12%
WW 6% 2% 6% 50%
WWZ 7% 2% 6% 50%
WZZ 9% 2% 6% 50%
ZZZ 9% 2% 6% 50%
X5=3 5% 3% 1% |
Table 4. Systematic uncertainties in the same-sign dilepton nal state, associated with the simu-
lated processes. The \Normalization" column refers to uncertainties from the cross section normal-
ization and the choice of PDF.
7.2 The single-lepton nal state
The sources of uncertainties in the single-lepton nal state are classied according to their
eect: having the potential to modify normalizations only, shapes only, or both normal-
izations and shapes. The uncertainties that aects the normalizations only are listed in
table 3.
To model the uncertainties that alter shapes, we consider uncertainties related to the
JES, JER, b tagging and light quark mistagging eciencies, W tagging uncertainties, t
tagging uncertainties, event pileup conditions, PDFs, and renormalization, factorization,
and parton shower energy scales. The eect of reweighting the top quark pT distribution
in tt events, following the prescription of [49], is considered as a one-sided systematic
uncertainty. The tt and single top parton shower energy scale uncertainties are assessed
by independently varying the scales up and down by a factor of two. A summary of these
systematic uncertainties, and how they are applied to signal and background samples is
given in table 5. In the single-lepton channel the uncertainties in the simulated background
processes are dominated by the renormalization and factorization scale uncertainties.
8 Results
We nd no signicant excess in the data compared to the SM expectations and therefore
proceed to set 95% CL upper limits on the production cross section for pp ! X5=3X5=3 !
tW+tW . Expected and observed limits are calculated using Bayesian statistics [50] with
a at prior distribution in the signal cross section, for both LH and RH X5=3 scenarios. The
same-sign dilepton analysis uses a counting experiment to derive limits based on the full set
of requirements detailed above, while the single-lepton channel uses a binned likelihood t
to the distribution of the min[M(`; b)] variable. Systematic uncertainties are represented
as nuisance parameters with log-normal priors for normalization uncertainties, Gaussian



















JES 1 s.d. (pT; )
JER 1 s.d. ()
b/c tagging 1 s.d. (pT)
Light quark mistagging 1 s.d.
W tagging: mass resolution 1 s.d. ()
W tagging: mass scale 1 s.d. (pT; )
W tagging: 2=1 1 s.d.
t tagging 1 s.d.
Pileup inel:  5%
PDF 1 s.d. Only for background
Renorm./fact. energy scale Envelope (2, 0:5) Only for background
Parton shower scale Envelope (2, 0:5) Only for tt and single top
Top quark pT  (weighted, nominal) Only for tt
Shape only
PDF 1 s.d. Only for signal
Renorm./fact. energy scale Envelope (2, 0:5) Only for signal
Table 5. Summary of all systematic uncertainties considered in the single-lepton channel. Each
uncertainty is included in both signal and all background processes unless noted otherwise.
the signal cross section. Using the full set of analysis selection criteria and an integrated
luminosity of 2.3 fb 1, we obtain observed (expected) limits of 1000 (890) GeV for an RH
X5=3 and 970 (860) GeV for an LH X5=3 at 95% CL in the same-sign dilepton channel. Using
the single-lepton channel, the observed (expected) limits are found to be 770 (780) GeV for
an RH X5=3 and 800 (780) GeV for an LH X5=3, again at 95% CL. Both the expected and
the observed limits after combining all categories in each signature are shown in gure 8,
where the PDF, and renormalization and factorization scale uncertainties in the signal cross
section are shown as the band around the theoretical predictions. The observed limit being
consistently lower than the expected limit for the same-sign dilepton results in gure 8 is
simply due to the analysis requirements being independent of signal mass.
A combination of the results from the analyses of the two nal states discussed in this
paper, same-sign dilepton and the single-lepton signatures, is shown in gure 9. In the
combination, the observed (expected) exclusion limit on the mass of an RH X5=3 is found
to be 1020 (910) GeV. For the LH X5=3 signal, the observed (expected) lower limit on the
mass is 990 (890) GeV.
9 Summary
A search has been performed for the production of heavy partners of the top quark with
charge 5/3 decaying into a top quark and a W boson, using 2.3 fb 1 of proton-proton colli-
sion data collected by the CMS experiment at 13 TeV. Events with two dierent signatures
are analyzed: nal states with either a pair of same-sign leptons or a single lepton, along
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Figure 8. The expected and observed upper limits at 95% CL for a left-handed (left) and right-
handed (right) X5=3 for the same-sign dilepton signature (upper) and the single-lepton signature
(lower) after combining all channels in each signature. The theoretical prediction for the X5=3 pair
production cross section is shown as a band including its uncertainty.
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Figure 9. The expected and observed upper limits at 95% CL after combining the same-sign dilep-
ton and the single-lepton signatures for left-handed (left) and right-handed (right) X5=3 scenarios.


















background. Upper bounds at 95% condence level are set on the production cross section
of heavy top quark partners. The X5=3 masses with right-handed (left-handed) couplings
below 1020 (990) GeV are excluded at 95% condence level. These are the most stringent
limits placed on the X5=3 mass and the rst limits based on a combination of these two
dierent nal states.
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